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BANKRUPTCY ATTORNEY TIMOTHY S. KINGCADE A KEY NOTE SPEAKER AT
LAW REVIEW’S CLE SEMINAR ON CHAPTER 7 BANKRUPTCY
MIAMI – Bankruptcy attorney Timothy S. Kingcade, managing and founding partner of
Kingcade & Garcia, P.A. (www.miamibankruptcy.com), was a recent key note speaker at Law
Review’s Chapter 7 Bankruptcy 101 CLE. The seminar took place on November 17th at the
Westin Colonnade in Coral Gables, FL.
“Bankruptcy is about providing the client with the opportunity to make their life better and start
over. Coming up with the money to file bankruptcy is worth getting a fresh start,” says
Kingcade.
Kingcade walked attorneys through the entire Chapter 7 Bankruptcy process from start to finish.
He addressed the following key components: Choosing whether to file a Chapter 7 or 13
bankruptcy, client interview and gathering information, means test, completing the petition, and
finally, the 341 hearing.
Attorney Timothy S. Kingcade practices exclusively in the field of bankruptcy law, handling
Chapter 7 filings and foreclosure defense cases for the Southern District of Florida. To
compliment attorney Kingcade’s extensive experience in bankruptcy law, he is also a certified
public accountant (CPA), which provides him with a unique understand of how to handle taxmotivated bankruptcy cases against the IRS.
###
Miami-based Kingcade & Garcia, P.A. was established by managing partner and bankruptcy
attorney, Timothy Kingcade in 1996. The firm represents clients throughout the Southern
District of Florida in Chapter 7 bankruptcy and foreclosure defense cases. The firm is
committed to providing personalized service to each and every client, clearly explaining the
options according to the unique circumstances of his or her life. The office environment and the
service provided are centered on a culture of superior client care. More information can be
found at www.miamibankruptcy.com or by calling 305-285-9100.
Contact: Kristine Bruner of Pristine Public Relations, Inc. at (954) 376-3683, or via e-mail at
kristine@pristinepr.com for Bankruptcy Attorney Timothy S. Kingcade.

